Realizing Possibilities Through
Impactful Talent Solutions

Your Career From the Inside-Out
Realize Career Clarity and Sustained Engagement
Your Career from the Inside-Out gets to the core of career engagement by helping
each employee surface and meet their career needs within their company.
Workshop: Your Career From the Inside Out
This is is a one-day interactive session based upon the seminal book, Make it Work:
Navigate Your Career Without Leaving Your Organization.
This workshop enables participants to take control of their career and realize a
sustained level of engagement, or what we call “Ingagement.” Ingagement is the
sustained level of motivation that results from people being fully committed to the
content of their work and the career path they have chosen for themselves. This
workshop has changed careers and even lives. Key content covered include:

Career Insight - using the CSi50 assessment, participants derive a clearer
picture of their current level of career engagement, and what they need in their
career.
Career Beliefs – uncovering pervasive career myths and adopting necessary
career truths.
Career Foundation – surface core needs and make enlightened career choices
on internal. roles, and enhancement of accountability and engagement in current
role.
Career Navigation – the six practices of career success to build a great career.
Career Action – individual career plans and commitments.

Post Workshop Application
To ensure application of the workshop principles and practices, each participant will have access to an experienced career coach
one week after completing the workshop. The Career Coach provides timely guidance to help support the application of the
Workshop insights and commitments, and ensure the embedment of the principles and practices in daily career navigation.

Get to the Core of Engagement, it’s Your Career From the Inside-Out

CMP is a talent and transition firm in the business of developing people and organizations across the full talent life cycle – from
talent acquisition and leadership development, to organization development and career transition support. To learn more, give
us a call today at 800.680.7768 or request more info.

